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Orban Opticodec PC 2.0 Build 7- Multimedia-
Publisher-0Great Barrier Reef's Great Adieu On Saturday,

Oct. 1, 2011, the world got its first glimpse of the new
Great Barrier Reef. Sunset on the world’s largest living
structure, the Great Barrier Reef, from the 2012 yacht
race. Photo Credit: John Frederick In case you haven’t

been paying attention, the Great Barrier Reef has been
under threat for quite some time. The Great Barrier Reef
Foundation’s renewal of The Great Barrier Reef Marine

Park Authority’s Environment Plan in 2010 placed
additional conditions on industrial activity. Unfortunately,

this included placing restrictions on any new port
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expansions at Abbot Point near Gladstone, which is the
port that is currently handling 80% of the coal mining in

the Gladstone Port license area. It also placed
restrictions on the number of new port license areas in

the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. It wasn’t just the coal
mining associated with Abbot Point that the new

regulations were targeting. The rules also restricted
dredging and created substantial environmental

conditions for any other port expansion. By placing these
new conditions on the Abbott Point dredging and port

expansion project, the government was effectively
preventing any new port expansion or expansions of

existing ports. It is important to note that the
government has never said that it is actively opposing
port expansions, but it is simply presenting a very tight
set of environmental conditions, most of which would

effectively prevent expansion. The government has set
some very restrictive conditions for port expansions

including, among others: New port expansions Dredging
expansion How much can be transported Where it can be
transported How long it can remain there What types of

construction can be used What types of industrial
products are permitted A number of major industries are
working hard to find ways around these restrictions. For
example, many have investigated taking existing port

licenses and expanding them. How would you like to take
the permit for Gladstone harbour and expand it to port

the country to include billions of dollars in new industrial
activity? Perhaps you would like to acquire the port

permit for Gladstone and expand it to include the multi-
billion-dollar expansion of fertiliser and coal production?
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If so, then you are going to need to go through a major
lobbying effort. The government is not going to be able

to say no to any requests like that. In
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